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The brushes and sponges also need to be selected thoroughly and all this is definitely
expounded upon in the publication. It serves as a great guide to help women look better still.
She takes matter a bit further in this reserve and highlights certain guidelines that a person may
use to possess that professional appearance if they apply their make-up. Having the
professional appearance involves a certain amount of processes from the tools that are
utilized to the makeup that is chosen and how it really is applied. The crucial thing to learn is
that specific types of makeup will have a certain effect. It is therefore important to select
carefully."How To Apply Makeup Like A Professional" is definitely another in the group of books
on makeup from Lisa Patrick. Through her, readers have discovered how exactly to do basic
make-up to get to work and to run about and perform errands or even to go out at night.
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before adopting any suggestions in this publication or drawing inferences from it' ? Not much
text and very very few illustrations . Not work also $1 For the price I was so disappointed with
this book For the price I was so disappointed with this publication!. Horrible. Very little text and
very hardly any illustrations and instructions. Do not waste your cash. Loser book Awful It comes
mainly because an awkward pamphlet type thing, without real tips. It's very basic, like down to
the common sense kinda fundamentals, and I go through it in about 5 minutes. A Major Let
Down! Five Stars Learned a whole lot that I did not really know. There weren't any.? Its just a
book discussed makeup, not really on how best to apply it or anything near that and I
actually found some of the items she reported to be incorrect. One Star There is nothing that is
beyond good sense in this book.. This was a Christmas present for my Granddaughter so when
she opened it up I could tell how disappointed she was. She read through it in 15 minutes &
had currently known most of the tricks before hand!? That is a read book There are no how to
pictures an the few pictures in the book dont show anything really I feel like got rip off I never
write a review for anything but I must carry out it this time around. I should have read the
review before buying. This is simply not even calling a reserve. It came out with 15 web pages
and nothing particular not even have an image demonstrate. You could find everything in the
web.. Don't waste your money here. With such a fancy cover, I thought it could be filled with
pictures and illustrations. NOT ANYTHING LIKE THE TITLE PROMISES This book is a complete
disappointment and includes a very deceiving title. I was expecting some actual professional
teckniiques, probably some charts on applying eye make-up or blending or coloring advise
that would make a specialist difference in your makeup. What you get is not any pictures, and
not even any methods. Her best information is don't pick at blemishes, something every mother
tells their about to turn teenagers. My doctor is definitely a man in his sixties. When I find out
about her she is not a professional at all, simply someone who her close friends stated she was
proficient at applying makeup. It would have been great that she wasn't a professional, and
perhaps she really is proficient at applying makeup, but then with the title of her book she must
have shown a few of her function, and described how to get the result. Even her cover looks
like you are going to get some real advice. Just what a let down!.. I wasted my money on this
one This book is quite entry level for make up application. First of all, it says one must 'consult
your physician or qualified health care professional . Precisely what would he find out about
make-up application? I feel like got rip off.Horrible.! This is a 31-page booklet. I'm sorry for
seeming probably a little rude, but this will not have even been called how exactly to apply
makeup, this author was really deceiving.. You'll find nothing in this reserve that you couldn't
read in a magazine or on the web. Mising words and lack of punctuation adds to the irritation
I experienced with this publication. I wasted my cash on this one :(
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